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Abstract 

Inflation Targeting (IT) is a monetary policy in which keeping inflation as close as to the target 

level using policy tools is the main focus for many central banks. However, purely targeting 

inflation has the potential to reveal the drawback of the trade-off between inflation and output, 

leaving out the possibility of perfectly anticipated inflation where there is no trade-off. IT policy 

is relatively more difficult for emerging market economies compared to developed countries 

due to the potential fragilities emerging from the large amount of fluctuations in the portfolio 

investments. High current account deficits, fiscal dominance, lack of credibility, imperfections 

in many goods markets, volatility in commodity prices are some of the factors that contribute 

to the fragilities in the economic stabilities and render the economy more open to external 

shocks. Overall, lack of institutionalism in emerging economies may hamper central bank 

independence, which is essential for a fully-functioning IT regime. Under such conditions, 

giving priority to IT is a difficult path to follow together with the impacts of the developments 

in other economic variables at different horizons. Hence, decomposing the weights of the 

economic fundamentals in determining the monetary policy will provide information about 

devotion to IT as the policy rule. 

 Considering the domestic environment and the externalities, this paper aims (i) to 

investigate the monetary policy rule of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey under a 

structural VAR (vector auto-regression) model, (ii) to structurally decompose the variation of 

the determinants of the monetary policy, and (iii) examine the determinants and the 

decompositions for a set of inflation targeting emerging market economies. The IT (explicit or 

implicit) emerging economies to make comparison are as follows: Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Czech 

Republic, Hungary, Poland, Indonesia, South Korea, South Africa, and Israel. SVAR 

methodology is used for time series analysis for Turkey whereas GMM based panel VAR is 

employed for the panel of 11 emerging countries. Empirical findings suggest importance of 

institutional variables in monetary policy rules especially in the long run and that adopting IT 

and rise in credibility contributes to central banks of emerging economies by lowering interest 

rates. 

 

1. Introduction 

Inflation targeting (IT) policy is adopted by many countries following the pioneer, New Zealand 

by 1990, as the gains are observed through time. Bernanke and Mishkin (1997) explain that IT 

is characterized as announcement of a target for inflation, an increase in the communication 
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with the public so as to share the policy objective, and generally a rise in the credibility of the 

central bank. However, governments often challenge with central banks to implement 

discretionary monetary policies especially in election periods. Central bank independence 

comes as a crucial term in here. An effective communication with public through 

announcements of “drawbacks of over-expansionist policies” may help central banks resist such 

pressures coming from the government side. 

 Even if the economic benefits of IT are significant, unwillingness to adopt the policy 

can be explained under two cases: (i) transition to inflation targeting policy requires some 

preparations in the form of improvements in the fiscal performance, financial system, credibility 

in the institutions, etc., and that the economy is not well-prepared to adopt IT policy, (ii) IT 

places inflation at the heart of monetary policies hampering direct interventions to the economic 

circumstances that contradicts IT. 

 A full and strict commitment to IT policy is simply placing inflation as the primary 

monetary policy and leaving all other indicators as subsidiary not only in the long run but also 

in the short run. However, practically, central banks do not implement such strict commitments 

and allows for missing target level in short horizons when economic conditions require other 

variables to be of primary concern. In fact, some supply side shocks, such as oil price shock, 

may lead to very costly results in the output level when IT policy is implemented strictly in the 

short or medium run. On the other hand, short run flexibilities should never hamper long run 

commitments to IT policy. There no clear sanctions for missing target level but such a fail will 

destroy the credibility of central banks which highly require credibility to stabilize the economic 

conditions due to domestic fragilities such as high current account deficits, lack of financial 

resources and hence requirement of foreign inflows which may generally be attributed to the 

“non-developed” world. Commitment to IT regime will help improve credibility of central 

banks and hence more gains can be obtained with less effort in the monetary policy. The 

importance of IT regime for developing economies is also highlighted in Walsh (2009). He 

explains that IT improved the macroeconomic performances for developing economies but the 

performances of IT and non-IT are relatively similar for developed economies.  

 The scope of this paper is on emerging economies (Turkey and the emerging country 

group that is similar to Turkey in economic characteristics), a highly debated country group that 

is characterized with high growth potential resulting from low quantity of capital and hence 

theoretically high marginal productivity, i.e., high returns to investment. Requirement of 

financial resources render them dependent on foreign inflows. Hence, these economies are 
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generally in a competition to attract foreign investors. On the other hand, such openness creates 

fragilities in the way that abrupt portfolio outflows will have destructive consequences for the 

domestic economies. At this point, providing and managing credibility to the financial side of 

the economy is highly important so as to prevent capital outflows together with a panic 

environment. 

 There many studies investigating the effects of IT policy for emerging economies. 

Mishkin (2004), focusing on two emerging countries, Brazil and Chile, argues that that IT, even 

if it is a complicated issue for emerging economies, can be a very powerful tool to maintain 

macroeconomic stability, if applied properly. Lin and Ye (2009), using panel data analysis for 

13 developing countries that adopt IT, observe that IT has significant impact on lowering 

inflation and variability in inflation rate. However, the effects are not homogeneous to each 

economy and that depends on country characteristics such as exchange rate movements, fiscal 

discipline and the willingness to meet preconditions before adopting the policy. Siregar and 

Goo (2010) investigate the effectiveness of IT policies adopted by two emerging economies, 

Indonesia and Thailand, during stable and turbulent years resulting from global economic 

conditions and examine the commitment to IT policy credibly. Using Markov-switching 

approach to examine the monetary policy rule for 1990-2008 period, they observe evidence of 

credible implementation of IT in both economies during stable and turbulent years. They also 

suggest that both economies have experienced a decline in inflation rates during the post-IT 

period. However, using a panel data analysis for developing countries, Brito and Bystedt (2010) 

do not find a significant impact of IT on inflation and output growth.  

 Monetary policies are standardized under Taylor rule model which formalize how 

central banks specify interest rate using inflation and output gap. The model can differ 

according to the monetary rule each central bank defines. Interest rate smoothing mechanism, 

i.e., lagged value of interest rates, changes in exchange rates are generally used in addition to 

the standardized model. On the other hand, several other economic variables can be included in 

the monetary rule function depending on the importance central bank gives. Central banks have 

short term interest rates as the monetary policy instruments. However, the real side of the 

economy is directly affected from the long run interest rates, which are determined in the market 

through expectations regarding long run and key interest rates only have indirect effects. The 

way to increase the power of the link between short run and long run interest rates is to increase 

the credibility of the central bank so that expectations are managed. There is no specific 

indicator to measure credibility but they can be proxied by governance/institutional variables 
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since credibility is an institutional issue. Considering the importance of credibility for emerging 

market economies, it will be a more extensive analysis to include a governance variable to 

understand the policy decisions of these economies. Accordingly, Mishkin (2004) argues that 

institutional differences of emerging markets from advanced countries, such as weak fiscal 

institutions, weak financial institutions including government prudential regulation and 

supervision, low credibility of monetary institutions,  should be taken into account to derive 

sound theory and policy advice. Similarly, Fraga et al. (2003) explains that IT contributes both 

to advanced and EM countries but it is more of a challenge for EMs due to their volatile 

macroeconomic environment and weaker institutions and credibility. Hence, it is important to 

consider institutional factors when analyzing monetary policy of EM economies. 

 The empirical literature on monetary policy rule, originating from Taylor (1993), is 

enormous, however the evidence on emerging economies is scarce. Empirical findings for 

emerging markets have mixed results. Frömmel et al. (2011) estimate monetary policy rules for 

six emerging Central and Eastern European (CEE) economies and find that some CEE countries 

explicitly switch from defending the peg to targeting inflation while other economies do not. 

Aizenman and Hutchison (2011) examine the role of real exchange rate and the distinction 

between commodity and non-commodity exporters under a Taylor rule model for a panel data 

of 16 emerging countries. They find clear evidence of a significant and stable response running 

from inflation to policy interest rates and that non-IT central banks place much less weight on 

inflation in setting interest rates. Teles and Zaidan (2010) evaluate the validity of Taylor rule 

principle for inflation control for 11 emerging countries using threshold unit root test and argue 

that if a Central Bank wants to stabilize inflation around the target, it should closely follow a 

long-term more than proportional reaction rule in relation to the expected inflation deviations. 

Sánchez-Fung (2011) examines whether Taylor-type reaction functions are practical for 

understanding how monetary authorities in Brazil behave following inflation targeting adoption 

and switching to a floating exchange rate regime. He finds that Brazilian Central Bank adjusts 

overnight interest rate (Selic) in line with the Taylor principle but it does not systematically 

react to exchange rate developments. Mehrotra and Sánchez-Fung (2011) estimate McCallum 

and Taylor monetary policy functions for 20 emerging market economies. Taylor monetary 

policy rule employs for inflation gap, output gap and change in nominal exchange rate, whereas 

McCallum model regresses monetary base on nominal income gap measure and change in 

nominal exchange rate. They find that the behavior of the IT economies are better captured with 

a hybrid McCallum–Taylor rule that regresses interest rates on nominal income gap measure 
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and change in nominal exchange rate. Besides empirical side of the literature, Taylor-type of 

monetary policy rules are used as standard formula in papers that develop economic modeling 

such as New Keynesian DSGE models. 

 Turkey is the first country in MENA region adopting explicit IT regime. After decades 

of high inflation since late 1970s, Turkish economy experienced unprecedented decline in 

inflation rate after 4-year implicit inflation targeting regime (2002-2005) and reflected less 

volatile and fragile economic signs since the explicit inflation targeting regime of 2006. Until 

May 2010, policy rate was overnight interest rate. After that period, one-week repo became the 

main policy rate. After the February 2001 political and domestic crisis, crawling exchange rate 

peg regime adopted in 2000 was abandoned and Turkish currency was left to float. The new 

monetary policy is determined to be inflation targeting (IT) regime. An implicit form of IT 

regime was adopted until some economic conditions are satisfied. Public burden was a crucial 

obstacle to IT regime since risk premium due to default risk in high budget deficit economies 

put upward pressure on exchange rate and hence on inflation expectations. Hence, public issues 

are at the heart of the economic policy in order to accomplish an active monetary policy. 

Another impediment against properly working monetary policy is the uninformed and 

inexperienced public regarding the new monetary policy regime. Within the implicit IT period, 

fiscal reforms are implemented and communication facilities are prepared in order to achieve 

the targets. 

 Gürkaynak et al. (2015) examine the monetary policy in Turkey in the central bank 

independence period. Using monthly dataset for the period 2003-2014, they observe that there 

is a break in the Taylor rule model after 2010. Using 3 different Taylor rules (one includes 

inflation rate and % deviation of IP from its trend, other one includes inflation rate and annual 

growth of IP, and the last one includes inflation rate, annual growth of IP and change in USD/TR 

rate), they assert that the impact of inflation on interest rate declines after 2009, suggesting that 

the attention Central Bank of Turkey pays declines after the break period. 

 The main objective of this paper is to decompose the weights of the economic 

fundamentals in determining the interest rates for Turkey and a panel of emerging economies 

implementing inflation targeting policy. The relevant empirical technique to apply is variance 

decomposition after the specification of the simultaneous equation system. VAR is a frequently 

used technique to obtain variance decomposition. However, there are several criticisms towards 

VAR models as no theoretical inference is included. In other words, every variable causes the 

other, such that all variables are endogenous. Such criticisms let to the development of structural 
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VAR (SVAR) technique which is derived from standard VAR methodology and includes 

theoretical restrictions to the system so as to identify the model. After the theoretical 

identification regarding the variables in the simultaneous equation system is determined, short 

run and long run impulse response functions, variance decompositions and historical 

decompositions are obtained for Turkey. For panel dataset, impulse response functions, 

variance decompositions are obtained after the determination of panel VAR based on GMM 

methodology. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the 

methodology for SVAR and panel VAR analyses, presents a model of interest rate 

determination and explains the relevant data set. Section 3 is devoted to the empirical findings. 

Last section concludes the paper. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Time Series SVAR model 

The empirical analysis in this study is based on SVAR models proposed by Sims (1986), 

Bernanke (1986) and Blanchard and Watson (1986). In these models, parameters are estimated 

by imposing short run (contemporaneous) structural restrictions. An alternative methodology 

is developed by Shapiro and Watson (1988) and Blanchard and Quah (1989) imposing long run 

structural restrictions. Differently from standard VAR models, impulse response functions 

(IRF) and variance decompositions obtained from SVAR methodology have structural 

inferences. 

 The methodology for contemporaneous SVAR model is explained below. The standard 

VAR model for the variables in vectoral form tx  is as follows. 

 

(1)  ttt DxLCAx  )(  

 

Where )(LC  is the lag operator and t  is the vector for unobservable variables, i.e., 

errors to the structural equations. Multiplying each side with 1A , the reduced form of this 

system is obtained. 

  

(2)  ttt DAxLCAx 11 )(    
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tDA 1
 is simply the residuals ( te ) we obtain after running a standard VAR model given 

that the shocks have temporary effects, te  has white noise iid. process. If shocks have permanent 

effects, equation (2) will be written in first differences, 

 

(3)  tt DAxLCAx 1

1

1 )(    

 

Last term in equations (2) and (3) is the vector of residuals and t  is the vector of 

structural shocks. If A  and D  are known, the dynamic structure of the model and structural 

shocks can be calculated from the coefficients of estimated standard VAR. Since these 

coefficient matrices are unknown, identification is attained by imposing theoretical restrictions. 

Thereby, the number of unknown structural parameters are to reduced to be less than or equal 

to the number of estimated parameters of the variance-covariance matrix of the VAR residuals 

(Keating, 1992). n(n-1)/2 is the number of theoretical restrictions to achieve full identification 

where n is the number of variables in the model. 

 The methodology for long run SVAR model is explained below. Given the reduced form 

of this system of the standard VAR model in equation (2), some arrangements are applied. 

 

  tt DAxLCAI 11 )(    

 

(4)    tt DALCAIx 111 )(   

 

Equation (4) shows how the structural shocks, t , affect the long run levels of the 

variables in the model, i.e.,   tt DALCAIx 111 )(   is simply the cumulative (long run) 

impact of the structural shocks. 

 Before SVAR model, stationarity of all variables are checked using Augmented Dickey 

Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) unit root tests. Both tests have presence of unit root in 

the null hypothesis. After SVAR estimation, impulse response functions (IRFs) and variance 

decompositions (VARDECs) and historical decompositions are presented. IRFs give the effect 

of one time shock to an innovation on current and future values of the endogenous variables. 

VARDECs give the relative importance of each innovation in the variation of endogenous 
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variables. Since the VAR model is estimated through a structural factorization, the IRF and 

VARDECs will be based on structural decomposition. Moreover, structural break analysis for 

the regression model is done using Bai and Perron (2003) with different approaches, namely as 

multiple breakpoint testing based on L+1 vs. L sequentially determined breaks and 1 to M 

globally determined breaks. 

 

2.2. Panel VAR model 

Panel VAR methodology is first proposed by Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988). Consider a homogenous 

panel VAR of order p with panel-specific fixed effects as presented below. 

 

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = ∑ 𝐴𝑗𝑌𝑖𝑡−𝑗

𝑝

𝑗=1

+ 𝑋𝑖𝑡𝐵 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖𝑡 

 

Where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is a vector of endogenous variables, 𝑋𝑖𝑡 vector of exogenous variables, and 

𝑢𝑖 and 𝑒𝑖𝑡 are vectors of panel fixed effects and idiosyncratic errors, successively. Using lagged 

dependent variable in the right-hand-side will lead to biasedness even with large number of 

cross sectional units. Generalized method of moments (GMM) technique will help obtain 

consistent estimates with small time period in dynamic panel analysis. In order to control for 

cross sectional heterogeneity, forward orthogonal deviation1 (Helmert transformation) is used 

which is suggested by Arellano and Bover (1995).  

 After system GMM panel VAR model based on the STATA routine provided by Love 

and Zicchino (2006), forecast error variance decompositions are also obtained using the 

STATA routine provided by Abrigo and Love (2015). 

 Before panel VAR test, the variables are checked whether they are stationary via panel 

unit root tests. Levin et al. (2002, LLC hereafter) is a panel unit root test with homogeneity 

assumption in the autoregressive coefficient, whereas Im et al. (2003, IPS hereafter) relaxes 

this assumption by allowing for heterogeneity. Both tests have presence of unit root in the null 

hypothesis. 

 

2.3. The model 

                                                 
1 Another method for removing fixed effects is mean-differencing which is commonly used. However, this 

method will lead to biased estimates. 
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For the simultaneous equation system, we move from a basic Taylor rule where interest (INT) 

is determined by inflation (INF) and output gap (GAP). Output gap is positively defined, i.e., 

actual output minus potential output. In order to calculate output gap, we HP filtered2 natural 

logarithm of GDP. Enlarging the model, we incorporate change in exchange rate (XR) and an 

institutional variable (GOV) which may be a major concern for emerging markets as they are 

institutionally underdeveloped, in general. Moreover, in order to examine the impact of IT, we 

employ larger period rather than focusing on inflation targeting period. Therefore, inflation and 

inflation targeting dummy is employed rather than inflation gap. Besides IT dummy, dummy 

for economic crisis is also incorporated in the model. 

 Institutional variables, in simplistic form, reflect credibility of the institutions in the 

domestic economy. Domestic credibility and portfolio inflows, hence exchange rate are highly 

related for emerging countries. Due to the potential link between exchange rate and institutional 

variables that may cause multicollinearity problem, we use either of the two. 

 

2.3.1. SVAR model 

In the identification of the SVAR model, output gap is assumed to be most exogenous variable 

and interest rate is assumed to be completely endogenous. Exchange rate is restricted to be 

affected only from the output gap and inflation is restricted to be affected from output gap and 

exchange rate. This is referred as Model 1 in the study. Similarly, the model that includes 

institutional variable, which replaces exchange rate, is referred as Model 2. The identification 

is shown in matrix form from (5) to (7). 

 

Model 1 (Model for GAP XR INF INT) for short run SVAR: 
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Model 2 (Model for GAP GOV INF INT) for short run: 

 

                                                 
2 There are generally 3 different options to calculate output gap: (i) linear detrending, (2) nonlinear detrending 

via Hodrick-Prescott filter, (3) Kalman filtering. Hodrick-Prescott filter is the most common approach. 
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(6)  
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Model 1 and 2 for long run with the same order in variables: 

 

(7)  
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2.3.1. PVAR model 

Models for panel VAR are defined as follows: 

 

𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐺𝐴𝑃𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛿1𝐷𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛿2𝐷𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑒𝑖,𝑡 

 

Where 𝑋 is a third factor from open economy side, i.e.,  , or from institutional side of 

the domestic economy, i.e.,  𝐺𝑂𝑉. The PVAR regressions are again run under two models, i.e., 

Model 1 for GAP, XR, INF and INT; Model 2 for GAP, GOV, INF and INT. 

 

2.4. Dataset 

SVAR model is applied for Turkey using the quarterly dataset between 2003-2014. Institutional 

variables are announced annually. In the quarterly estimation for Turkey (due to lack of 

observation in annual dataset since institutional variables start by 1996), 𝐺𝑂𝑉 is taken constant 

through the year. The dataset starts by 2003 since the economy is more stable compared to 

earlier periods. 

 GDP in constant domestic currency is HP filtered for output gap. Inflation data is annual 

CPI. Interest rate is interbank interest rate in end of period. Exchange rate is official nominal 

exchange rate per US dollar. Data set are obtained from OECD and World Bank databases. 
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GDP and exchange rate are in logarithmic form. Annual dataset for the period of 1996-2014 for 

11 other emerging economies, namely as Brazil, Chile, Czech Republic, Hungary, Indonesia, 

Israel, South Korea, Mexico, Poland, South Africa and Turkey are employed for panel VAR 

methodology. 

 Kaufmann et al. (2010) draw together data on perceptions of governance3 (institutions) 

from many sources, and define six dimensions of governance, namely as,  

1.  Voice and Accountability (VA) 

2.  Political Stability and Absence of Violence/Terrorism (POLSTAB)  

3.  Government Effectiveness (GOVEFF) 

4.  Regulatory Quality (REGQUA) 

5.  Rule of Law (RULELAW) 

6.  Control of Corruption (CC) 

 Out of all institutional variables POLSTAB, GOVEFF and REGQUA4 seem to be 

relevant to the governance linked with monetary policy. Kaufmann (2010, p.4) asserts that 

GOVEFF and REGQUA are related to “the capacity of the government to effectively formulate 

and implement sound policies” and POLSTAB is about politically motivated stability of 

government. The dataset on governance variables are available in World Governance Indicators 

(WGI) project5 financed by World Bank. 

 Using an earlier time period than the start of inflation targeting policy, IT dummy 

variable for emerging markets follow the dates given in Table 1. Table 2 provides descriptive 

statistics of all seven variables in panel data from for 11 emerging countries. Historical data for 

Turkey is given in Figure 1. 

 

                                                 
3 Kaufmann et al. (2010, p. 4)  defines VA, POLSTAB, GOVEFF, REGQUA, RULELAW and CC as follows: 

Capturing perceptions of the extent to which a country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their 

government, as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media; Capturing perceptions of 

the likelihood that the government will be destabilized or overthrown by unconstitutional or violent means, 

including politically‐motivated violence and terrorism; Capturing perceptions of the quality of public services, the 

quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy 

formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government's commitment to such policies; Capturing 

perceptions of the ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit 

and promote private sector development; Capturing perceptions of the extent to which agents have confidence in 

and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the police, 

and the courts, as well as the likelihood of crime and violence; Capturing perceptions of the extent to which public 

power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the 

state by elites and private interests. 
4 Saborowski and Weber (2013) suggest using regulatory quality as the determinant of interest rate as an 

institutional variable. 
5 The WGI database can be accessed by the following link:  

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home, Accessed 18 December 2015. 
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Table 1: Inflation Targeting Adoption Dates for Emerging Markets 

Country Inflation targeting adoption dates  

Brazil 1999 

Chile 1999 

Czech Republic 1997 

Hungary 2001 

Indonesia 2005 

Israel 1997 

Korea, Republic of 2001 

Mexico 2001 

Poland 1998 

South Africa 2000 

Turkey 2006 
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Figure 1: Historical data for Turkey (2003Q1-2014Q4) 
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Table 2: Panel Dataset summary statistics 

 INT INF GAP XR REGQUA POLSTAB GOVEFF 

Mean 0.115 0.081 0.000 3.491 0.658 -0.103 0.551 

Median 0.070 0.049 0.000 2.389 0.720 -0.010 0.620 

Max. 1.832 0.857 0.106 9.381 1.640 1.180 1.370 

Min. 0.002 -0.004 -0.083 -2.508 -0.780 -2.120 -0.600 

Std. Dev. 0.171 0.128 0.027 2.859 0.512 0.830 0.510 

Obs. 209 209 209 209 209 209 209 

 

 

3. Empirical Findings 

For panel VAR model, all three institutional variables are used whereas for SVAR for Turkey 

only REGQUA is employed as an institutional variable since it is observed to be the significant 

one. 

 

3.1. SVAR model 

Before SVAR model, all variables are tested using ADF and PP tests, given in Table 3, since 

SVAR is based on standard VAR model which is assumed to include stationary variables. Out 

of all, exchange rate and REGQUA have unit root. Hence, their first differences6 are used 

throughout the study. Crisis and IT dummies are used as exogenous variables in the structural 

model. 

 SVAR model for Turkey is analyzed under two models. Model 1, including GAP, XR, 

INF and INT, is based on VAR(2), i.e., optimal lag is selected as 2 using Schwarz information 

criterion. Model 2, including GAP, GOV, INF and INT, is based on VAR(3). Short run SVAR 

for Model 1 for Turkey, given in Table 4 and Figure 2, reflects that GAP and XR have positive 

and significant7 impact on INT, whereas INF is observed to be insignificant even in 10% 

significance level. Variance decomposition in Table 5 reflects that the variation in INT rate is 

explained by INT itself, with a ratio of around 70%. XR and GAP are of second and third 

importance in affecting the variation in INT with 12% and 11% in horizon 1, successively. 

However, the effect of XR increases as the horizon increases. Model 2 in long run, given in 

Table 6 and Figure 4, suggests that all variables have positive and significant effect on impact. 

Long run model brings information about cumulative effect of the sub-shocks. Variance 

                                                 
6 Institutional variable is used in change form from previous year. 
7 Significant impacts on INT, which is the fourth equation, are shown with bold characters. 
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decomposition for long run, in Table 7, reflects that the variation in INT is explained most by 

GAP of around 85% in horizon 1. INF comes as of second importance with a proportion of 

around 14%. As the horizon increases, the impact of GAP rises whereas impact of INF declines.  

 Short run SVAR for Model 2 for Turkey, given in Table 8 and Figure 6, reflects that 

only GAP is significant on impact. Variance decomposition, given in Table 9, suggests that the 

variation in INT is explained by itself with a proportion of around 91% in horizon 1. However, 

the effects decline as the horizon increases. GAP is observed to be of second importance in 

horizon 1. However, the impact of INF increases sharply as the horizon increases. Model 2 in 

long run model, given in Table 10 and Figure 8, suggests that GAP and INF have significant 

and positive impact whereas REGQUA has negative and significant impact on INT. Variance 

decomposition for long run, in Table 11, reflects that the variation in INT is explained most by 

REGQUA and GAP and INF come as of second and third importance. However, the impact 

from GAP rises abruptly as the horizon increases and it becomes most important variable to 

explain the variation in INT after horizon 4, i.e., a year later. 

 Historical decompositions for long run given in Figures 5 and 9 suggest that the 

cumulative variation in INT between 2007-2009 period is explained strongly by GAP in both 

models, however long run historical decomposition for 2011-2014 period suggests that 

REGQUA dominates all in contributing to INT negatively and GAP comes second. All IRFs, 

i.e., Figures 2, 4, 6 and 8,  eflect convergence to zero as the horizon increases which reveals 

that the system goes back to equilibrium. SVAR for Turkey suggests that the highest 

explanation comes from GAP and REGQUA in the long run whereas it is INT itself in the short 

run models. XR is almost of no importance in the long run and INF contributes slightly to the 

variation in INT in the long run. In the short run model, GAP again contributes positively to the 

variation in INT between 2007-2009 period. INF is almost of no importance in model 1 but in 

model 2, it dominates all (other than INT itself) after 2012 by contributing negatively to INT. 

 Models suggest that change in regulation quality has a negative and significant effect 

on interest rate in the long run. In other words, sound economic policies implemented by the 

government alleviate the burden on interest rates contributing to the confidence on the domestic 

economy. Output gap is observed to have a positive and significant effect on impact consistent 

to the literature. Change in exchange rate increases interest rate in the short run suggesting the 

pressure from foreign investors together with the highly open economic and financial structure 

of Turkey. Inflation reflects a positive and significant impact in the longer horizon. Lastly, 
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interest rate is significantly affected from its past periods suggesting a smoothing mechanism 

in the monetary policy. 

 The regression model for Taylor rule is also tested for any potential breakpoint using 

Bai-Perron tests of multiple breakpoint tests, given in Table 13. For the test based on L+1 vs. 

L sequentially determined breaks, breakdate obtained from the original sequential procedure 

and from repartition procedure is 2010Q1. Bai-Perron tests of l globally optimized breaks 

against the null of no structural breaks, along with the corresponding UDmax and WDmax test 

suggests 2010Q1 as the break date. The breakpoint for Taylor rule for Turkey is also consistent 

with the one obtained in Gürkaynak et al. (2015), which is 2010:01, using Chow test for monthly 

data between 2003-2014. However, there is no significant change in variance decompositions 

between the periods. 

 

3.2. Panel VAR model 

Before GMM based panel VAR model, we conduct LLC and IPS panel unit root test which are 

reported in Table 14. The tests suggest that all panel variables are stationary. In GMM based 

panel models given in Table 15, all variables are in their first lags, i.e., t-1. For all panel 

regression models, INT, INF and GAP variables have positive and significant impact on current 

INT variable. Coefficient for open economy variable, i.e., XR, is observed to be positive and 

significant as given in regression (1). All relevant institutional variables, namely as REGQUA, 

POLSTAB and GOVEFF are observed to have negative and significant impact on current INT, 

suggesting the contributing impact of credibility on domestic institutions. Last but not least, 

dummy variables suggest consistent results according to the literature. IT dummy has positive 

impact suggesting the pressure to increase interest rate to maintain price stability, whereas crisis 

dummy has negative impact suggesting the need to revive economy in the times of economic 

crisis. The relevant IRFs are given in Figures 10 and 11. Moreover, Table 16 and 17 suggest 

that INT itself compose the highest weight in the variance of INT in the short run as GMM is a 

dynamic analysis in both model 1 (including XR) and 2 (including GOV). However, the impact 

declines abruptly as horizon increases. It is further observed that REGQUA is of first 

importance in the variation of INT after itself with a proportion of around 28% in horizon 8. 

 The empirical findings obtained from panel VAR model for 11 emerging countries are 

consistent to Taylor rule model. Since the model is based on GMM methodology, it will provide 

dynamic, i.e., short run, results. Interest rate is observed to be significantly affected from its 

lagged value suggesting a smoothing effect as mentioned in the literature. The positive impact 
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of inflation, output gap and exchange rate is consistent to the literature in the way that a rise in 

inflation rate, a higher actual output than the potential level and a depreciation in the domestic 

currency push short term domestic nominal interest rates upwards. Adoption of IT policy 

generally suggests a significant and immediate intervention to inflation via interest rates. Hence 

a positive impact of IT adoption dummy explains the immediate intervention in the short run. 

Negative sign of economic crisis dummy is attributed to the desire of central banks to 

revive/cool down the economy when there is a crisis/boom. In variance decompositions, interest 

rate compose the highest contribution to the variance of interest rate in both models. Model 1 

that includes exchange rate suggests that the inflation explains the highest variation following 

interest rate in the short horizon but exchange rate dominates in the longer horizon. Model 2 

that includes governance indicators suggest that following interest rate, regulation quality 

dominates significantly in both short and long horizons. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Contributions of IT policy are known globally and both developed and developing countries 

implement this policy as the main central bank monetary policy rule. Maintaining price stability 

is also critically crucial for emerging countries together with the financial fragility of these 

economies. Moreover, credibility to domestic institutions such as central bank and the 

government seems to be of high importance as the portfolio inflows are generally determined 

by such credibility issues. Emerging economies have high growth potential but are generally in 

need of investment which hampers the capacity to use this potential. These economies attract 

portfolio investments via relatively higher interest rates. Hence, in the determination of interest 

rate, open economy issues related to portfolio inflows should be considered for emerging 

countries. It may be argued that credibility and capital inflows work in favor of the central bank. 

In order to reflect credibility and capital inflows, institutional variables and exchange rate seem 

to be relevant indicators. This study examines Taylor rule for emerging countries including 

exchange rate and institutional variables using several methodologies.  

 Turkish economy is at the heart of this study. Moreover, a panel of 11 IT emerging 

economies is examined. For time series analysis for Turkey, SVAR model is used and the IRFs 

and variance decompositions are observed. Empirical models for Turkey suggest that in the 

short run models, interest rate itself is the main contributor to the variation in the interest rate; 

whereas, in the long run models, output gap and the institutional variable (regulation quality) 

are observed to be the main contributors to interest rate.  
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Two different models for SVAR both in long and short run suggest that the inflation is 

not the primary variable to explain the variation in short term interest rate. Put it differently, we 

cannot mention about a full-commitment to IT policy for Turkey not only in the short run but 

also in the long run in the way that inflation should be the key objectives of the monetary 

authority. Bernanke and Mishkin (1997) discuss that IT policy is not an ironclad policy rule but 

rather flexible such that allows even for discretionary monetary policy to accommodate the 

economy to supply shocks such as oil price shocks. However, they further argue that such a 

flexibility is possible for short term targets or there can be an “escape clause” that IT is 

suspended for some period in the times of adverse economic environment. According to 

Bernanke and Mishkin (1997, p.100) “the rationale for treating inflation as the primary goal of 

monetary policy is clearly strongest when medium- to long-term horizons are considered”. 

Moving from this argument, checking longer horizons for variance decompositions for Turkey, 

we observe that for model 2, including regulation quality, the weight of inflation becomes the 

highest following the weight of interest rate itself after horizon 4 which suggests commitment 

to IT for this model. Nevertheless, short run results for model 1 reflect that inflation comes after 

exchange rate as the determinant of the interest rate even in higher horizons. GMM based Panel 

VAR model—which is a dynamic, i.e., short run model—for 11 emerging countries (including 

Turkey) suggests that interest rate itself and institutional variable contribute most to the 

variation in interest rate. Furthermore, all regression models suggest that IT lowers and 

economic crisis push interest rate upwards.   

 In conclusion, both time series and panel data models suggest the significance of 

institutional variables on the determination of interest rate. This may be attributed to the 

importance of credibility for emerging markets and that lack of credibility creates a further 

burden on nominal interest rates. For further study, the rest of the emerging economies can be 

examined individually using SVAR model and the panel dataset of emerging countries may 

include a regional dummy so as to control for any regional differences. 
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Appendix A: Time Series SVAR Model – Turkey - 2003Q1 2014Q4 

 

Table 3: Unit Root Tests 

Variables ADF PP 

INT 
-5.756177 

(0.0000) 

-4.824462 

(0.0003) 

INF 
-4.523087 

(0.0007) 

-8.059794 

(0.0000) 

GAP 
-3.273332 

(0.0225) 

-7.974226 

(0.0000) 

XR 
-0.281517 

(0.9197) 

-0.281517 

(0.9197) 

D(XR) 
-6.605655 

(0.0000) 

--6.613741 

(0.0000) 

REGQUA 
-1.990000 

(0.2901) 

-7.070321 

(0.0000) 

D(REGQUA) 
-7.070321 

(0.0000) 

-7.100352 

(0.0000) 

Note: Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test with constant. Maximum lag is selected as 9 and optimal lag selection 

is based on Schwarz information criteria. Phillips-Perron (PP) test with constant. Spectral estimation method is 

Bartlett kernel and automatic bandwidth selection is Newey-West. 
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Table 4: Short Run SVAR for Model 1 

 Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   

C(2) -0.377221  0.240845 -1.566237  0.1173 

C(4) -0.061377  0.037647 -1.630332  0.1030 

C(5)  0.001093  0.022691  0.048169  0.9616 

C(7)  0.168665  0.049556  3.403506  0.0007 

C(8)  0.078981  0.029025  2.721096  0.0065 

C(9)  0.295844  0.190679  1.551525  0.1208 

C(1)  0.039460  0.004159  9.486833  0.0000 

C(3)  0.063753  0.006720  9.486833  0.0000 

C(6)  0.009704  0.001023  9.486833  0.0000 

C(10)  0.012413  0.001308  9.486833  0.0000 

Note: Model 1 includes output gap, exchange rate, inflation rate and interest rate. VAR model includes 2 lags 

after specifying the optimum lag according to Schwarz information criteria.. Log likelihood of the SVAR model 

is 420.0159. 

 

Table 5: Variance Decomposition for Model 1 (Short Run) 

Horizon GAP XR INF INT 

 1  10.75570  12.14179  3.915087  73.18742 

 2  9.010850  13.06209  2.704715  75.22235 

 4  7.035852  17.73141  1.440718  73.79202 

 6  7.728231  19.02421  1.078778  72.16878 

 8  7.287581  19.66714  0.911236  72.13405 

 12  7.312217  20.30443  0.719261  71.66409 

 18  7.368948  20.70272  0.598019  71.33031 

Note: Structural Factorization. 
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Figure 2: Responses of interest rate to structural shocks for Model 1 (Short Run SVAR) 
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Figure 3: Historical Decomposition of Interest Rate Model 1 (Short Run) 
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Table 6: Long run SVAR for Model 1 

 Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   

C(1)  0.088218  0.009299  9.486833  0.0000 

C(2) -0.034524  0.009017 -3.828653  0.0001 

C(3)  0.061459  0.008140  7.550186  0.0000 

C(4)  0.406625  0.046673  8.712122  0.0000 

C(5)  0.055344  0.005834  9.486833  0.0000 

C(6)  0.008039  0.004855  1.655790  0.0978 

C(7)  0.031551  0.018171  1.736308  0.0825 

C(8)  0.032070  0.003380  9.486833  0.0000 

C(9)  0.106713  0.013878  7.689206  0.0000 

C(10)  0.054530  0.005748  9.486833  0.0000 

Note: Same notes as in Table 3. 

 

Table 7: Variance Decomposition for Model 1 (Long Run) 

 Horizon GAP XR INF INT 

 1  85.26082  0.187377  14.20067  0.351134 

 2  85.84076  0.109408  13.81022  0.239619 

 4  87.07524  0.472780  11.13552  1.316463 

 6  89.03983  0.502262  9.138073  1.319835 

 8  89.19813  0.546503  8.638524  1.616839 

 12  89.81658  0.573336  7.936406  1.673682 

 18  90.26947  0.587170  7.456180  1.687179 

Note: Same notes as in Table 4. 
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Figure 4: Responses of interest rate to structural shocks for Model 1 (Long Run SVAR) 
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Figure 5: Historical Decomposition of Interest Rate for Model 1 (Long Run) 

 

 

Table 8: Short Run SVAR for Model 2 

 Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob. 

C(2) 0.353660 0.127403 2.775919 0.0055 

C(4) -0.007318 0.044500 -0.164449 0.8694 

C(5) -0.111245 0.047662 -2.334035 0.0196 

C(7) 0.122487 0.061380 1.995549 0.0460 

C(8) -0.080796 0.069505 -1.162454 0.2451 

C(9) -0.044571 0.203309 -0.219230 0.8265 

C(1) 0.036561 0.003812 9.591663 0.0000 

C(3) 0.031592 0.003294 9.591663 0.0000 

C(6) 0.010212 0.001065 9.591663 0.0000 

C(10) 0.014082 0.001468 9.591663 0.0000 

Note: Model 1 includes output gap, regulation quality, inflation rate and interest rate. VAR model includes 3 lags 

after specifying the optimum lag according to Schwarz information criteria.. Log likelihood of the SVAR model 

is 457.0052. 
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Table 9: Variance Decomposition for Model 2 (Short Run) 

Horizon GAP REGQUA INF INT 

1 5.687413 2.650500 0.095671 91.56642 

2 4.804108 1.967793 1.648736 91.57936 

4 5.762712 1.285345 7.722437 85.22951 

6 7.576078 1.507734 11.11589 79.80030 

8 7.799263 1.728468 12.58267 77.88960 

12 8.352683 1.852458 13.58587 76.20899 

18 8.686983 1.915519 14.08848 75.30901 

Note: Same notes as in Table 4. 

 

Figure 6: Responses of interest rate to structural shocks for Model 2 (Short Run SVAR) 
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Figure 7: Historical Decomposition of Interest Rate Model 2 (Short Run) 

 

 

Table 10: Long run SVAR for Model 2 

 Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   

C(1)  0.048703  0.005078  9.591663  0.0000 

C(2) -0.061593  0.017613 -3.496978  0.0005 

C(3)  0.020908  0.005356  3.903743  0.0001 

C(4)  0.184468  0.026759  6.893633  0.0000 

C(5)  0.111237  0.011597  9.591663  0.0000 

C(6) -0.025240  0.004124 -6.119804  0.0000 

C(7) -0.115742  0.014162 -8.172626  0.0000 

C(8)  0.021539  0.002246  9.591663  0.0000 

C(9)  0.018540  0.007157  2.590526  0.0096 

C(10)  0.046736  0.004873  9.591663  0.0000 

Note: Same notes as in Table 7. 
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Table 11: Variance Decomposition for Model 2 (Long Run) 

Horizon GAP REGQUA INF INT 

1 35.58345 55.13768 6.337408 2.941466 

2 38.26665 54.80423 5.226944 1.702172 

4 52.11137 41.04845 4.043350 2.796829 

6 62.47979 32.02403 3.184672 2.311514 

8 66.65985 27.85549 2.977382 2.507284 

12 72.01299 23.00954 2.529683 2.447789 

18 75.73190 19.77521 2.204223 2.288663 

Note: Same notes as in Table 4. 
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Figure 8: Responses of interest rate to structural shocks for Model 2 (Long Run SVAR) 
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Figure 9: Historical Decomposition of Interest Rate Model 2 (Long Run) 
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Table 12: Inflation Targets and Realizations 

Years Target Realization 

2002 35 29.7 

2003 20 18.4 

2004 12 9.3 

2005 8 7.7 

2006 5 9.7 

2007 4 8.4 

2008 4 10.1 

2009 7.5 6.5 

2010 6.5 6.4 

2011 5.5 10.4 

2012 5 6.2 

2013 5 7.4 

2014 5 8.2 

Note: Year-end inflation rates calculated as the 12-month change in the CPI are set as the target variable. 
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Table 13: Bai-Perron tests of Multiple breakpoint tests 

Breakpoint variables: INF 

Non-breakpoint variables: GAP XR REGQUA CRISISDUMMY TARGETDUMMY C 

 

Bai-Perron tests of L+1 vs. L sequentially determined breaks 

 

Break Test F-statistic Scaled F-statistic Critical Value** 

0 vs. 1 * 41.47028 41.47028 8.58 

1 vs. 2 1.130432 1.130432 10.13 

 

Break Dates: Sequential: 2010Q1 Repartition: 2010Q1 

Bai-Perron tests of 1 to M globally determined breaks 

Breaks 
UDMax 

statistic* 

WDMax 

statistic* 

UDMax 

critical value** 

WDMax 

critical value** 

1 41.47028 41.47028 8.88 9.91 

 

Estimated break dates: 2010Q 

Note: Break test options: Trimming 0.15, No of maximum break is 2 for sequentially determined breaks and 1 for globally 

determined breaks. Test statistics employ HAC covariances (Prewhitening with lags = 1, Quadratic-Spectral kernel, Andrews 

bandwidth). (*) denotes significance at the 0.05 level. (**) denotes Bai-Perron (2003) critical values. 
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Appendix B: Panel VAR Model 

 

Table 14: Panel Unit Root Test 

 IPS LLC 

INT 
-5.72632** 

(0.0000) 

-13.9949** 

(0.0000) 

INF 
-3.07029** 

(0.0011) 

-3.24781** 

(0.0006) 

GAP 
-5.34441** 

(0.0000) 

-8.72870** 

(0.0000) 

XR 
-5.68896** 

(0.0000) 

-6.59089** 

(0.0000) 

REGQUA 
-1.74416** 

(0.0406) 

-3.49059** 

(0.0002) 

POLSTAB 
-2.13001** 

(0.0166) 

-4.91635** 

(0.0000) 

GOVEFF 
-3.33274** 

(0.0004) 

-3.41348** 

(0.0003) 

Note: Automatic lag length selection based on SIC with maximum lag length of 3. Newey-West automatic bandwidth selection 

and Bartlett kernel is used. Tests include individual intercept and trend. Values in parentheses are p-values. (*) and (**) suggest 

significance at 5 and 10% significance levels.    
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Table 15: Panel vector autoregresssion (GMM Estimation) 

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Taylor Rule      

𝐈𝐍𝐓𝒕−𝟏 0.326** 0.246* 0.389** 0.289** 0.479** 

 (0.034) (0.044) (0.0786) (0.097) (0.025) 

𝐈𝐍𝐅𝒕−𝟏 0.501** 0.705* 0.410* 0.667** 0.291** 

 (0.054) (0.069) (0.102) (0.119) (0.029) 

𝐆𝐀𝐏𝒕−𝟏 0.707** 0.866* 1.218* 0.686** 0.132** 

 (0.108) (0.129) (0.19) (0.189) (0.055) 

Open Economy      

𝐗𝐑𝒕−𝟏 0.115**    0.050** 

 (0.027)    (0.009) 

Institutional Var.      

𝐑𝐄𝐆𝐐𝐔𝐀𝒕−𝟏  -0.209**    

  (0.034)    

𝐏𝐎𝐋𝐒𝐓𝐀𝐁𝒕−𝟏   -0.0729**  -0.079** 

   (0.0216)  (0.005) 

𝐆𝐎𝐕𝐄𝐅𝐅𝒕−𝟏    -0.633**  

    (0.155)  

Dummy Var.      

𝐃𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒔 -0.068** -0.075** -0.112** -0.088** -0.072** 

 (0.013) (0.011) (0.015) (0.017) (0.011) 

𝐃𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕 0.012* 0.049** 0.00149 0.158** 0.085** 

 (0.007) (0.015) (0.0124) (0.031) (0.006) 

      

Obs. 143 143 143 143 143 

Note: Values in parentheses indicate standard deviations. Left-hand-side variable is interest rate (INT𝑡  ). Optimal lag=1 from 

Schwarz Info Criteria out of maximum lag of 3. Number of instruments is selected as 5. (*) and (**) indicate significance at 

10% and 5% successively. 
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Table 16: Forecast-error variance decomposition for Panel VAR for Model 1 

Horizon INT INF GAP XR 

1 100 0 0 0 

2 82.47014 9.75353 1.63472 6.14162 

3 74.01021 12.61596 2.89129 10.48254 

4 69.87404 13.21848 3.83582 13.07167 

5 67.64904 13.20894 4.61943 14.52259 

6 66.31898 13.04626 5.35047 15.28429 

7 65.38774 12.85031 6.12007 15.64188 

8 64.57736 12.64057 7.0246 15.75745 

9 63.70209 12.40413 8.18453 15.70926 

10 62.60399 12.11439 9.76105 15.52057 

 

Figure 10: Responses of interest rate to structural shocks for Model 1 
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Table 17: Forecast-error variance decomposition for Panel VAR for Model 2 

Horizon INT INF GAP REGQUA 

1 100 0 0 0 

2 76.82929 5.71077 4.26825 13.19168 

3 65.36974 8.61762 5.66473 20.34791 

4 59.59732 10.26761 5.94807 24.187 

5 56.39178 11.36831 5.88856 26.35135 

6 54.50808 12.16228 5.74942 27.58023 

7 53.3691 12.74762 5.61766 28.26562 

8 52.67035 13.17645 5.51588 28.63732 

9 52.23773 13.48504 5.44402 28.83321 

10 51.96742 13.70251 5.39573 28.93433 

 

Figure 11: Responses of interest rate to structural shocks for Model 2 

 

 


